WE ARE YOUR

COMPLETE
FLYING EFFECTS PROVIDER

ART + SCIENCE + EXPERIENCE = NO HEADACHES
We have formulated the magic combination of creative vision, technical know-how, broad theatrical
experience and fairy dust to build a time-tested and trusted process that can accommodate any need.

AN ASSORTMENT OF FLYING EFFECTS

FLYING HARNESSES

ZFX is of the few companies in the world that manufactures flying
harnesses. Because of this we provide harnesses tailor-made to
meet your needs. We intimately understand the needs of theatrical
productions and all harnesses are designed around this understanding.
We have the perfect balance of low visibility and ease of use, safety and
comfort. Comfort is a huge consideration when you are wearing the
harness for a two hour performance and still have to sing!
Whether it’s an original production with a complex configuration using
automated systems and intricate choreography or a basic package like
Peter Pan, Beauty and the Beast or Wizard of OZ using standard equipment,
we can accommodate you. We also do non-theater flying effects such as
aerial acts for corporate events in ballrooms, soaring Angels and Jesus’
ascensions in church sanctuaries or we can fill the air with scores of flying
performers above entire arenas for large parties.

AMPLE STUDIO SPACE (AKA THE DOJO) PLUS AN
ARTISTIC STAFF TO FILL IT

FLYING GEAR

ZFX has developed tools to overcome obstacles that would otherwise
restrict the artistic vision. There are no one-size-fits-most flying
systems, at least not those that create great looking flying sequences.
Having the ability to fabricate equipment and customize our “stock”
systems to meet your needs allows us to provide the exact effect
desired instead of changing your vision to fit the equipment’s
limitations. We believe that the “science” should never dictate the “art”.

FLYING PROPS

Need flying props for performers?
We have many in stock or we can
design, engineer and build what
you need. We stock many flying
props including Glinda’s bubble,
Hot Air Balloon for the Wizard of
Oz and the Wonkavator for Willy
Wonka. We also custom build props
for events, such as hang gliders,
parachutes or even goblin gliders.

COSTUME AND
SCENERY RENTALS

That’s right. We have costumes
and scenery for Disney’s Beauty
and the Beast, Peter Pan, Disney’s
High School Musical or a budgetminded Enchanted Fairy Tale.

WE ARE YOUR

COMPLETE

The “Dojo” is our 46’ x 100’ studio space with 32’ of clearance to the
low steel. It is designed and equipped to quickly set up rigging for
experiment or rehearsal. Within days or even hours, ZFX can mock-up
your real-world idea before you incur the huge expense of an actual
theatre and then provide a proof of concept video via email. Occupying
the dojo, we have an entire artistic team of flying directors and
choreographers dedicated to the creation and implementation
of innovative theatrical flying solutions.

FLYING EFFECTS PROVIDER

